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DESCRIPTION:

See history unfold through Wikipedia through space and time. This animation sequence shows the view of world history 1800-2012 captured by the English-language Wikipedia. Every mention of a location or date anywhere in any article across all four million Wikipedia articles was extracted and each location connected to the closest date to place it on a map. All locations mentioned in an article together with the same year are connected together. Thus, what you see is what Wikipedia had to say about each year 1800-present: which locations were mentioned the most and which locations were mentioned alongside each other, showing our evolving ever-connected world.

Learn more about the project at http://www.sgi.com/go/wikipedia/

Intensity: This sequence renders the intensity of global connections. Every connection between every pair of cities each year is displayed, using transparency so that areas with few links are dim, while areas with many links are bright.

Tone: This sequence colors each city and link by the average tone of articles mentioning it, from bright red (highly negative) to bright green (highly positive). To make the map clearer, only major links are displayed.